
Dogs can hear lots of things that we 
cannot. They can help us if we cannot hear.         
There are some dogs that can tell us if a car   
is near so that we do not cross the road.
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Dogs That Help Us
Non-Fiction

Talk about the answers to these questions:

How can dogs help us?

What can some dogs tell us?

How can a dog help someone who cannot hear?

Why should we not cross the road if a car is near?
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Dogs That Help Us
60-Second Reading Intervention

Name:                                                                                                                Date:                                                                    

Text Type: Non-Fiction Total Text Word Count: 38

Common Exception Words covered: 

a, are, do, is, of, so, some, the, there, they, we

Comprehension Questions/Answers:

Content Domain Question Possible Answers Tick if 
Correct

1b: Retrieval

How can dogs help us?

Dogs can help us by hearing things that 
we cannot.

Dogs can help us by telling us if a 
car is near.

Dogs can help us by keeping us safe.

1b: Retrieval

What can some dogs tell us? Some dogs can tell us if a car is near.

1b: Retrieval

How can a dog help someone who 
cannot hear?

A dog can help someone who cannot hear 
by telling them if a car is nearby so that 
they do not cross the road.

1d: Inference

Why should we not cross the road 
if a car is near?

Accept any sensible inference, such as:

Because we might get hurt.

Because the car might hit us.

Because it is not safe to do so.

Comments:

Non-Fiction
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Text E S-C Errors 
M S V

S-C 
M S V

Dogs can hear lots of things that we 

cannot. They can help us if we cannot hear. 

There are some dogs that can tell us if a car

is near so that we do not cross the road.

Words Read in 60 Seconds:

errorsE self-correctionS-C meaningM structureS visualV

Non-Fiction

Errors
M S V

    

Self-Correction
M S V

     

Reading Level
Easy Appropriate Challenging

More than 
95% accuracy

90 - 95%
Less than 

90% accuracy

Accuracy: % S-C Rate: 1:

Running Record Analysis
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